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ON THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS OF
DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS

MARTIN DAVIS1

Abstract. For any nontrivial set of cardinal numbers ^x0,

it is shown that there is no algorithm for testing whether or not

the number of positive integer solutions of a given polynomial

Diophantine equation belongs to the set.

We consider decision problems concerning the number of distinct

solutions in positive integers of polynomial Diophantine equations.

For any polynomial P(xx, ■ • • , xm) with integer coefficients (not

identically zero) we let #(P) be the number of distinct positive integer

solutions of

P(x1, • • • , xj = 0.

Thus, 0^#(P)^X0. Let C={0, 1, 2, 3, • • • , X0}. Then for given A^C,

vie may seek algorithms for testing whether or not #(P)eA. We shall

prove :

Theorem. For no subset Aç^C (except for the trivial cases A = 0,

A = C) is there an algorithm for testing whether or not #(P) e A.

In proving the theorem we shall find the following transformations

useful :

(i) TxP=uP where u is a variable not occurring in P.

(ii) T+P=P • [(Xx-flOH • • • +(xn-anf] where P=P(xu • • • , xn)and

(ax, • • • , an) is the first «-tuple of positive integers in some fixed (recursive)

ordering which is not a solution of F=0. Thus,

T+P = 0   <=>   P = 0v(x1,---,x„) = (a1, ■■■,an).

(¡¡o   T-p=p* + n (¡so* - a*)a+«** - «<)' - ")2Î>

where P=P(xl, • • • , x„) and (au ■ ■ • , a„) is the first «-tuple of positive
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integers (using the same ordering as in (ii)) which is a solution of P=0;

ifP=0 has no solutions, T~P is not defined.2 Thus,

T-P = 0   <=>   P = 0&(x1,--,xn)*(a1,--,a„).

We have at once :

(1) XiT^P) = X0    <^   rfiP) > 0.

(For, any solution of P=0 gives rise to infinitely many solutions as

«-1,2,3, ■•-.)

(2) #(T+/>) = #(/>)+1.

(3) #{T-P) = #(P) - I    if#(P)>0.

Note that Tx, T+ are recursive operations and that T~ is partial recur-

sive. We set T°P=Pand, forw>0, Tm+1P=T+iT'"P),T^m^1=T-iT-mP).

Thus, for w?>0,

(4) #iTmP) = #(/>) + m,

(5) #(T-<*P) = #(/>) - m   if #(P) ^ m.

We now proceed with the proof of the theorem :

Case I. /4 = {0}. This is just Hubert's tenth problem, and so it is known

that there is no algorithm.3

Case II. A = {m), 0<m<X0. We have, for any polynomial P (using

(4)),
#(/>) = 0   o   #{TmP) = m.

Hence an algorithm for this case would yield one for Case I.

Case III.    /f = {X0}. For any polynomial P,

#iP) = 00  #(T*T) * K0.

So again an algorithm for this case would yield one for Case I.

Case IV. H0e A, 0<£ A, A^{H0}. Let m be the least element of A.

Then for any P,

#iP) = m   o  #(P) e A &.#iTxT"lP) Í A.

So an algorithm for this case would yield one for Case II.

2 My original definition of T~ was faulty. I am grateful to Yuri Matijasevic for this

correction. I am also grateful to N. K. Kosovskii and to the referee for pointing out

oversights.

3 This was shown in Matijasevic [2]. Cf. also [1]. For historical remarks and further

references, cf. [3].
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Case V.    X0 i A, 0 e A, A ̂  {0}. Then C-A is in Case III or IV.

Case VI.   0 $ A, H0$ A, A contains at least 2 elements. Let m be the

least element of A and let B={x—m\x e A}. Then B is in Case V, and

#(P)eB   o   #(TmP)eA

so that an algorithm for A would yield one for B.

Case VII.   OeA, H0eA,A^C. Then C-A is in Case II or VI.
Since Cases I through VII exhaust all possibilities, this proves the

theorem.
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